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This document has been created to provide additional information and justification as to why the Ice Rockets 
Hockey Club franchise should be granted two (2) team spots – one for the Antioch facility and one for the 
Bellevue facility. After conversing with a couple of D-League captains, I feel that some additional evidence 
should be provided to assist in providing sufficient reasoning why the rink management should go through with 
this plan. Please note that information provided is on a need-to-know basis and is only shared with persons of 
the Ice Rockets Hockey Club system and those needing to know at Ford Ice Centers. 
 
 
Awareness of the Situation 
 
It is without a shadow of a doubt that there is a severe lack of ice facilities in and around Middle Tennessee. It 
was noted that there are over 20 teams on the wait list and more than 250 players that are currently waiting to 
get onto a team. The initial idea of creating the Ice Rockets Hockey Club was to help assist with the following 
goals upon Bellevue opening: 
 
¨ Give persons that were once on a team in the recent past an opportunity to play with a stable and positive-

focused team or teams 
¨ Provide persons that have been on the wait list (in most cases in excess of one year or more) an 

opportunity to play on a team 
¨ Assist with reducing the number of persons on the wait list by creating a team or pair of teams 
¨ Help provide an opportunity to positively apply the OneGoal focus in the community as being a team 

member already in place to help with an acute issue 
 
 
Ice Rockets Hockey Club Proposal 
 
As conversations have taken place over the last couple of months, it is respectfully aware that originally the 
idea was to get one team slot at the Bellevue rink. However, as demand quickly exceeded available slots, it 
was decided to make a valiant attempt to get a second slot at the Antioch rink. As conversations have 
commenced, the optimal goal is to have the following setup in place: 
 
¨ Rookie D-Level Team at the Antioch Ice Facility 
¨ Upper D-Level Team at the Bellevue Ice Facility 
 
As noted above, there is an enormous number of teams waiting to get into the system. However, the 
breakdown of how many teams at each specific skill level is unknown at this time. If this was separated 
between the six divisions (B, Upper C, Lower C, Upper D, Rookie D, and Over 40), this is a little over three (3) 
teams per division that are in the queue. This is not including the free agents waiting to get on teams. 
 
 
 



The Ice Rockets Hockey Club Franchise System offers the following players for the proposed Rookie D-Level 
and Upper D-Level slots that are hoping to become available: 
 

Ford Ice Center – Antioch (Rookie D) Ford Ice Center – Bellevue (Upper D) 
 

 
Total Players: 16 FT; Minimum 4 Subs 

 

 
Total Players: 15 FT; Minimum 5 Subs 

  
As you can see from the charts, there are some important takeaways to gather: 
 
¨ Out of 38 players that are in between the two (2) teams, only two (2) players are on both teams – Doug 

Trovinger and Chris Fabiani 
¨ Only two (2) FT players are currently on existing D-League level teams; three (3) subs are on teams 

now 
¨ Players on the one squad will be eligible to sub on the other pending preferences and availability 
¨ Teams were balanced based upon projected skill level, location preference, and other factors 
¨ From a benefactor viewpoint, it is conclusive that up to 33 players could be taken off the wait list; 

this would be an approximate 13.20% reduction of people that would otherwise need to find a team 
or potentially be marooned on the wait list even after Bellevue opens 

¨ As a courtesy and referencing the OneGoal initiative above, the creation of the pair of teams 
provides relief to Carl Harter and other staff in having to spend additional time putting at a 
minimum one (1) or two (2) teams together with focus on reducing the wait list queue; this was 
done strictly for this reason 

 
 
Conclusion 
 
We are fully aware that there is a severe lack of ice facilities in the local area. Even with the opening of 
Bellevue, it is conclusive that an additional facility or more will need to be built to handle the demand. It is our 
hope that we are able to receive the two (2) spots as commented and talked about given our reasoning and 
justification. It is the hope that rink and hockey facility management understand our case study and our 
intentions of helping them out by providing an opportunity of people that have been waiting excessively long to 
play a chance to do that. Thank you for your understanding.  
 


